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Honorable Respondent, 

I, as Turkish Citizen and Businessman Aydın Ahmet Köprülü, started my 
business life on the year of 1991 and continued activities of commodity 
purchase and sales by founding my own companies on the year of 2015 
in order to convey my international active business life in the field of 
commodity products to next generations.

As Ak Commodity Products Company Group, we carry out the heavy work 
based on certain agreements made with our new international business 
partners in order to advance further each day within the framework 
of planned targets towards the future through secure steps within the 
commercial business fields in questions as stated below. 

The scope of our activities, in order, are;
• Purchase and Sale, Investment, Production, Storage, Harbor 

Management and Transportation Management of Petrol and Gas 
Products. 

• Purchase and Sale, Investment, Production, Storage, Harbor 
Management and Transportation Management of Metal and Mining 
Products.

• Purchase and Sale, Investment, Production, Storage, Harbor 
Management and Transportation Management of Grains and Oil. 

As group companies (İstanbul, Moscow, Geneve, Dubai, Singapore), we are 
planning for recording a turnover of 5-6 billion dollars in the direction of 
agreements made with customers and suppliers for trading purchase and 
sale targets of 2020 and then continuing our way with a 15-20% growth for 
each upcoming year. 
At the same time, we are keeping an eye on the opportunities of production 
and management investments based on our aforementioned trading 
activities in question with the purpose of strengthening and expanding our 
group activity scope in a prospective manner and becoming an international 
brand.
We are in a heavy schedule for disclosing formations based on our 
accumulations and experience, incoming opportunities, supplier resources, 
customer relations, financial institutions, project partners and our own 
input in investment fields based on the entire aforementioned trading and 
management in question.  
This introduction of past and future information has the purpose of briefing 
you, our honorable cooperation partners. 

With kind regards,
Aydın Ahmet Koprulu
AK Emtia Ürünleri Ltd. Şti. (Ak Commodity Products Limited Company)
Chairman of the Group Companies               

Introduction of 
AK Commodity 

Products 
Company Group 
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OUR HISTORY
To realize the direct sale of commodity products we have been trading, physically by providing 
directly from primary producers by way of distributorship – representation or franchise – agency, 
with the finance, product supply, market opportunities and 25-year international active commercial 
experience of our Company’s founder, to its international customers.
 
It also carries out custody activities of the commodities which we have been trading with the 
merchandise stocks daily in commercial exchange and free zone, by working in collaboration with 
intermediary institutions and finance companies in international merchandise exchanges where 
commodity products are trading. 

Our working and product quality standards are always professional and at a high level, and they 
are mainly delivering and submitting international 1st class commodities to buyer according to the 
market conditions within the undertaken period of time.
 
In the light of this philosophy and understanding, as international potential competitor and 
intermediate supplier, we focus on our targets with firm steps by starting out in line with our plans.

CORPORATE years of international active
commercial experience ...

ORGANIZATIONS PHILOSOPHY
Starting from customer supplier, the process continued until the customers’ customers are 
managed from a single source. Especially in Europe and Asia, including all the world may 
transfer realized land, air, using marine and railroad in a short time while maintaining superior 
quality, but also without compromising the unconditional customer satisfaction principle, all 
kinds until the arrival from the exit point serves to be your partner.

30
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OUR MISSION AND VISION

Our vision
Across the country to provide the best production and service 
companies and spread to wider areas in the world with the same 
goal.
 
Our mission 
way to achieving our target, using modern information and 
technology, the quality of our organization, transparency, 
participatory approach to the principle and all the business to 
offer a form of government in a way that will add value to our 
partners.

TARGET AND STRATEGIES

Our company has quality and service as “excellent reach” summarizes his passion.
Our company aims to become one of the successful companies in the industry are proud to serve our 
valuable customers.
 
Our quality policy 
Our customer-focused approach and the constant need of our healing process principle; changing our 
customers, in order to obtain the evolving needs and ensure their expectations at the highest level and 
the best business results, continuously improving with the participation of employees of all business 
processes, quickly, producing an efficient and cost-effective solutions that can provide continuous 
development and progress, respect for ethical values, concessions from training not when a company is 
to create a culture that is highly competitive in the world.

3CORPORATE
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R & D ACTIVITIES
Ak Commodity company, our most important year in the industries we serve, we 
are aware of our commercial expertise. Our expertise and operational for continued 
sustainable growth, we will invest in our technical and personal development. our 
customers, our business partners, our employees, and we export our state with the state 
“Trust” on board we create business relationships.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Ak commodity company, we understand our customers’ demands for accurate 
and high performance displays to produce solutions that meet expectations. 
Our promises, the quality of our work, we embrace our customers’ systems and 
processes

ACTIVITIES
Our customer-focused approach and the constant need of our healing process principle; 
changing our customers, in order to obtain the evolving needs and ensure their 
expectations at the highest level and the best business results, continuously improving 
with the participation of employees of all business processes, quickly, producing an 
efficient and cost-effective solutions that can provide continuous development and 
progress, respect for ethical values, concessions from training not when a company is to 
create a culture that is highly competitive in the world.

INVESTMENTS
We take responsibility for everything we deliver and completing, our is a success story. In short, 
we have to produce a permanent new values for the future of our country. A service philosophy of 
customer satisfaction in Focus Ak Commodity greatly differentiates from its competitors.
 
Commitment to ethical values, the environment, the importance given to occupational health and 
safety and patterns of behavior exhibited in this regard will ensure stable growth and sustained 
success of the Ak Commodities.
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Crude oil and Gas 

Crude oil
Light Cycle Oil

Fuel Oil
Mazut

  Jet Fuel
Gasoline

Diesel
Bass Oil

LPG
LNG

Bitumen
Petroleum Coke
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Crude Oil, Commonly known as Petroleum. It is a naturally occurring, yellow-to-black 
liquid found in geological formations beneath the Earth’s surface. It is commonly 
refined into various types of fuels.

Fuel Oil (M100) used in diesel engines is one of crude oil distillates. During 
the distillation of crude oil boiling range 200-300 ° C taken at the third main 
product Download diesel. Diesel is diesel fuel.

Cycle oil. Also known as: light cycle oil, LCO. Cycle oil is the diesel range product 
from the FCC unit. As a diesel blendstock, cycle oil is not very highly valued 
because of its high aromatics content, which gives it a low cetane. Typically, it is 
hydrotreated to raise its cetane and then blended into diesel.

Crude Oil

Fuel Oil

Light Cycle Oil

CRUDE 
OIL
and 
GAS

www.akemtia.com

Mazut is a vicious, dark and heavy fuel oil, which is used as a form of commercial 
fuel. It is mostly used in generating plants and factories.

Mazut
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Diesel fuel in general is any liquid fuel used in diesel engines, whose fuel ignition 
takes place, without any spark, as a result of compression of the inlet air mixture 
and then injection of fuel. Diesel engines have found broad use as a result of higher 
thermodynamic efficiency and thus fuel efficiency.

 Dizel / Gasoil

PETROL ve GAZ

Gasoline, or petrol, is a colorless petroleum-derived flammable liquid that is 
used primarily as a fuel in most spark-ignited internal combustion engines. It 
consists mostly of organic compounds obtained by the fractional distillation of 
petroleum, enhanced with a variety of additives.

P54 is a type of jet fuel. It is designed for use with gas turbine engines for jet. 
color can be clear or straw colored. The most commonly used fuel for commercial 
aviation Jet A and Jet A-1 standard are produced to international specifications.

Gasoline

Jet Fuel

www.akemtia.com

Base Oil

Base Oils are used to manufacture products including lubricating 
greases, motor oil and metal processing fluids. 

CRUDE 
OIL
and 
GAS
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www.akemtia.com

Bitumen
Bitumen is naturally occurring and is a black, sticky and highly vicious form of petro-
leum. It is so thick and heavy that it must be diluted or heated before it will flow.  The 
primary use (70%) of Asphalt is in road construction, where it is used as the glue or 
binder mixed with aggregate particles to create asphalt concrete.

Liquefied  Petroleum Gas also referred to as simply Propane or Butane, are flam-
mable mixtures of hydrocarbon gases used as fuel in heating appliances, cooking 
equipment, and vehicles. When specifically used as a vehicle fuel it is often referred 
to as autogas.

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

to liquid form for ease and safety of non-pressurized storage or transport.The liqu-
efaction process involves removal of certain components, such as dust, acid gases, 
Helium, water, and heavy hydrocarbons, which could cause difficulty downstream.

Petroleum coke, abbreviated coke or petcoke, is a final carbon-rich solid 
material that derives from oil refining, and is one type of the group of fuels 
referred to as cokes.

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)

Petroleum Coke (Petcoke)

CRUDE 
OIL
and 
GAS
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Industrial Metals
Aluminium Ignot

Copper Sheet
Brass Ingot

Titanium Ingot
Iron PIG

Hot Brıquetted Iron HBI
Direct Reduced Iron DRI

Iron Ore
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Aluminum (Al Icon). ductile metal in silver color. Atomic number 13 species. Nature 
generally present as bauxite ore and is known for its superior resistance to oxida-
tion. This basic feature lies in the resistance passivation. The arms industry many 
millions of different products are being used in the construction of a very important 
place in the world economy.

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. It is often used in musical insturments, as 
decoration or in plumbing. These ingots were made to test the consistency of 
the metals made by the manufacturer. 

Atomic number 29, the density of 8.95, 1084 ° C, right-soluble nature of free or 
available as combined heat and power forwards well beaten easily and used in any 
since ancient times is processed jobs, Copper called red-colored elements. (Symbol 
C) stop. Copper is reddish brown color of the close.

Titanyum, Ti sembolü ve atom numarası 22 olan kimyasal bir elementtir. Gümüş 
rengi, düşük yoğunluğu ve yüksek mukavemeti olan parlak bir geçiş metalidir. 
Titanyum, deniz suyunda, aqua regia ve klorda korozyona karşı dayanıklıdır.

Aluminium Ignot

Brass Ingot

Titanium Ingot

Copper Sheet

INDUSTRIAL
METALS

www.akemtia.com
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Iron PIG
Cast irons are iron-carbon alloys containing more than 2% carbon content. Table of 
gray cast iron with carbon in the form of graphite, which is to form cemented called 
white cast iron. the melt temperature is 1150 ° C lower than the melting temperatu-
re of the steel.

Hot Brıquetted Iron HBI

Iron Ore

Hot Briquetted Iron (HBI) is a premium form of Direct Reduced Iron (DRI)* that 
has been compacted at a temperature greater than 650° C at time of compaction 
and has a density greater than 5000 kilograms per cubic meter (5000 kg/m3).

Direct Reduced Iron DRI

Below the melting point of iron ore at high rates by removal of oxygen (> 92) a solid 
product containing metallic iron (DRI, direct reduced iron, direct reduced iron or 
sponge iron, sponge iron) methods allowing to obtain “Direct Reduction Process” 
(D Processes) It has been called.

High-grade and low-grade are divided into two groups according to structure 
transactions to make it suitable for smelting the ore for iron ore extracted from iron 
ore. They are subjected to a size reduction process only for high grade ores. The 
low-grade ore and gravity separation, magnetic separation, flotation, electrostatic 
separation, washing, calcination, leaching, are prepared using methods such as 
selective salkımlaştır up.

www.akemtia.com

INDUSTRIAL
METALS
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Food products

Sunflower Oil
Corn Oil
Palm Oil

Canola Oil
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Sunflower oil is the non–volatile oil compressed from the seeds of Sunflower plant. 
It is commonly used in food as frying oil, and in cosmetic formulations as an emol-
lient.. The oil contains appreciable qualities of vitamin E, Sterols, Squalene, and 
other aliphatic hydrocarbons.

Refined Bleached Deodorized (RBD) Palm Olein is a clear yellow liquid oil at room 
temperature, which is a common product in the commodity market worldwide. 
RBD Palm Olein has different characteristics than the typical palm oil. Its common-
ly used as a cooking oil as well as a frying oil for food industries such as ready–to–
eat food and snack food industries.

Corn Oil (Maize Oil) is oil extracted from the germ of corn (Maize). Its main use is 
in cooking, where its high smoke point makes refined corn oil a valuable frying oil. 
Apart from serving as a less–than–ideal cooking oil, It also has several industrial 
uses, including as an addition to soap, salve, paint, ink, textiles, and insecticides.

Canola Oil is a vegetable oil derived from a variety of rapeseed that is low in erucic 
acid, as opposed to colza oil.  It is the third-most widely consumed vegetable oil, 
after Soybean Oil and Palm Oil.

Sunflower Oil

Palm Oil

Canola Oil

Corn Oil

Herbal
Edible 

Oils

www.akemtia.com
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Project Development, Investment and Operation

Tanker Transport

Tank Warehouse Port
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World Trade Centre
Enter 6 Office 726 
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Moscow – Russia

Kısıklı Cad. No:28/1 Altunizade
Üsküdar - İstanbul / Türkiye
Tel: +90 216 266 34 66
E-Mail: mail@akcommodity.com


